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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE VARIOUS CURRICULAR 
PROGRAMS. A history of the Naval Postgraduate School is essentially 
synonymous with the growth and development of its various curricula. 
Prior to World War I, a single curriculum in Marine Engineering 
was offered , Immediately after WWI, curricula in Mechanical Engineer -
ing and Electrical Engineering were added. Subsequently, curricula 
in Ordnance Engineering, Radio Engineering, Aerological Engineering, 
and Aeronautical Engineering were added as the Navy's need for 
officers with technical knowledge in these fields became evident. 
During WWII, a Communications curriculum was added to meet the 
need for trained communications officers in the naval establishment. 
Since the end of WWII, many new curricular programs have been 
added as the Navy's need for technically trained officers has broadened. 
Brief summaries of these developments as well as the more recent 
changes in the older curricular programs follow, It should be noted 
that prior to 1947, curricula at the Postgraduate School were primarily 
used to prepare officers for graduate work at civilian institutions. 
Since 1947, as physical facilities and staff have expanded, and as 
the use of civilian institutions became increasingly difficult because 
of uncertainties in admission quotas caused by increased enrollments, 
inflexible scheduling of courses, courses being required not pertinent 
to a desired curriculum, etc o , an increasing number of curricula 
have been designed to terminate at the Postgraduate School with the 
award of a degree, when appropriate , 
1. 1 AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING CURRICULA 
Before World War I and immediately following, officers for 
aeronautical engineering duties were recruited from various 
sources o Some of the officers being educated for the Con-
struction Corps were allowed to take special aeronautical 
courses and thereafter were assigned aeronautical duties o A 
few officers who had been trained and educated for general 
engineering duties were as signed to technical aeronautical 
billets o Beginning in 1920, four line officers, naval aviators 
from the Naval Academy Class of 1915, were assigned to 
postgraduate education in aeronautical engineering, this 
education consisting of one year of study at the Postgraduate 
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School, Annapolis, followed by one year of study at the Massa ., 
chusetts Inatitute of Technology . Assignment of line officers 
(naval aviators) to the Postgraduate School and MIT continued 
from 1920 to 19 32 , These officers were selected for this 
combination of postgraduate education about five to seven years 
after graduation and commissioning . In 19 32 the whole sys-
tem of postgraduate education for naval officers was over ·· 
hauled. At that time all officers reporting for postgraduate 
education were as signed to the General Line Curriculum their 
first year, followed by a technical postgraduate education . 
Later, a modified General Line Curriculum included technical 
courses in the first year and, as more and more technical 
education was needed, the first year was given over entirely 
to technical subjects. 
By 1944 the following sub ·., specialties of aeronautical 
engineering were in existence: (a) Aerodynamics; (b) Pro ·" 
pulsion; (c) Structures . During this year the avionics 
curriculum was initiated in coordination with MIT for students 
in both aeronautical and ordnance engineering curricula. 
Development of aeronautical engineering curricula has con-
tinued essentially under the four main sub- specialties , 
aerodynamics, propulsion, structures and avionics. Under 
these sub· specialties continuous development of curricula 
has been carried out to meet the Navy's technical requirements 
in flight vehicles and their environmental fields. 
The current curricula have been established to provide officers 
with advanced aeronautical engineering and scientific education 
to meet the technical requirements of the Navy in this field. 
Specifically, these curricula are designed to cover the funda · 
mental and advanced theories of mathematics, mechanics, 
metallurgy, structural analysis, aerodynamics, dynamics, 
air vehicle propulsion, electricity and electronics as they 
concern a particular field of Aeronautics . 
The Aeronautical Engineering curricula are divided into two 
areas : Aeronautical Engineering (General), a terminal two 
year c ourse which leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science 
in Aeror..autical Engineering; and Aeronautical Engineering 
(Advanced), the three year course which leads either to the 
degree of Master of Science in Aeronautical Engineering, or 
the professior..al degree, Aeronautical Engineer. The entrance 
requirement to the Aeronautical Engineering curricula, General 
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or Advanced, is a Bachelor of Science degree from the Naval 
Academy or its equivalent. The Naval Academy coverage in 
the basic p r erequisite sciences in semester hours is Math (20) , 
Engineering Mechanics ( 11) , Mechanical Engineering ( 11), 
Elec trical Engineering ( 13), Physics (8) and Chemistry (8) , 
Most students , upon entering the Aeronautical Engineering 
curricula, are enrolled in a common first year of study. At 
the end of the first year common study, each student must 
decide rn which field he is interested and also whether he is 
interested in continuing for a third year of study , Those who 
are selected for a third year must have at least a 2 . 0 quality 
point rating (equivalent to B or better) for the first year and 
a good undergraduate college record . At the end of the two 
year's work at Monterey those students who have maintained 
a QPR of 1. 0 (equivalent to a C) or better receive the degree 
of Bachelor of Science in Aeronautical Engineering . 
The advanced curricula, during the second year, begin to 
prepare the student for his third year study in his thesis 
option . Necessarily, a course of study must be selected which 
provides a background for the thesis that must be written in 
the third year. Selection may be made from many fields in 
the science of Aeronautics. Some of the following have been 
used in the past: Aero~ Physics, Aero ~ Electrical, Aero <" 
Material, Structures, Propulsion, Nuclear Propulsion, 
Aerodynamics, Magneto Aerodynamics, Aero Space Mechanics, 
Aerohydrodynamics, and Flight Performance . To complete 
the rounding =out phase of the courses, the student attends many 
lectures during the year by recognized outside authorities. 
During the summers (June ~ July), there are tours to major 
industrial activities for second year students and a short 
course in industrial management for first year students . The 
selec tion either of the Postgraduate School or of another uni ~ 
versity for third year work i s based upon educational capabi -
lity, the interest of the student in a suitable aeronautical 
sub· specialty for thesis work, and the availability of the 
unive r sities for this purpose . 
The use of c ivilian institutions to complete curricula started 
at the U . S. Naval Postgraduate School has been continuous 
since 1932 . Prio r to that time, the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and the Army Air Force Technical School at 
Wright Field were used und:'!r special circumstances to com= 
plete the technical education of line officers (naval aviators). 
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Subsequent to this period . the f o:ilowi ng institu ti ons h;i.ve be "° n 






of Te chnology 
University of Mic h1gan 
Uni ver s ity of Minnesota 
Technical Specialty Beginmng Year 
After World 
P:ropul s:cor. (Avior>frs) War I 
P :r opulsion , Structures , 
Ae ::::- odynamics 19 33 
P ropul sion 
Aerodynamic s, Pro -
pu:l sim-~ Structures 
1934 
1943 
Rensselaer Polytec:hmcal Propulsion 
Institute (Gas Turbines) 1944 
*Princeton University 
Stevens Irstitute 
Iowa State University 
Oak Ridge School of 
Reactor Technology 




Aerodynami c s (Flight 
Performance) 
A erodynamics (Hydro} 
Propulsion (Nuciear) 
P r opulsion (Nuclear) 







Aeronautical, Industrial 19 54 
Avionics, Structures 19 58 
>:< Aeronautical engineering students curr ently enrolled. 
Current planning for Aeronautical Engineering involves pre · 
parat1ons for the Postgraduate School to off er a curriculum 
leading to the awa:r-d of the Engin ee rr s degree in flight systems 
engineering to meet requests of the Bureau of Naval Weapons o 
This is in the developmental stage and is being checked by 
the performance of some of our third year students p :aced in 
the leading institutions whi c h award this degree. The first 
such degree was awarded at the Postgraduate School in 
June 1963. 
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Attainment of the Engineer 1 s Degree represents achievement 
of qualifications in accordance with the Navy's concept of the 
sub specialist in flight systems, and 1s consistent with 
accredited proficiency in the academic use of this degree in 
civilian ins titutions , Coverage will be at sufficient depth in 
the field of the major to establish knowledge of and appreci-
ation for a typical engineering development, and of sufficient 
breadth in related areas {cognate minors) to round out a 
capability in one or more sub d specialties. The additional 
work required for a Doctorate is, by contrast, an intensive 
specilization in the major area which is marked less by 
continued class instruction than by successful completion of 
an original cont r:;bution in research and a dissertation which 
advances significantly the state of knowledge in the major 
field. Experience of this School indicates that the time avail · 
able on a single tour of duty is usually inadequate for 
completion of the Doctorate, but is adequate to complete the 
Engineer's Degree. 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING CURRICULA 
In 1944· 45 when the Postgraduate School was located at 
Annapolis and all curricula were on a wartime basis, the 
Electrorncs Engineering curriculum was called the "Radio 
Engineering Curriculum" and was of two years duration. No 
degree was granted, and the curriculum was a mixture of 
practical Navy courses and academic subjects. In 1945 ~ 46, 
the curriculum was renamed 11 Engineering Electronics" and 
was expanded to three years . In 1947 MS degrees were 
awarded to students who completed the 3·· year curriculum and 
submitted an acceptable thesis . At this time , the Engineering 
Electronics curriculum assumed the general format that lasted 
until abou t 1960. The objective of the curriculum during this 
i nterval was "to give the student a sufficient theoretical and 
practical background to become a competent supervisor of 
work in the resea:rch and development, and in the installation 
and maintenance of Navy electronics equipment , and to per-
form the administrative duties pertaining to Naval electronics. 11 
In 1947 t he requirement for a curri c ulum specializing in 
Underwater Acoustics was established. Because of the lack 
of facilities, it was not considered feasible to implement such 
a curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School in Annapolis. 






As a consequence, a curriculum in which students spent their 
first two years at the Naval Postgraduate School followed bv 
one year ;:;i.t the University of California at Los Angeles was 
de veloped. In 19 5 5 , followrn.g the c ompletion of the new 
nui l di,:,_ gs a t Mon.te ~ey and the installation of special facilities 
in s uppn ::-t of :b i s area , the curriculum was revised and the 
ent:..re pr-og ·:'.' am wa s ea r ned out 3..t the Naval Postgraduate 
School. 
A two year curriculum iri Engineering Electronics leading to 
the Bachelor 0£ Scienc e degree was instituted in 19 51 as a 
separate curriculum fo r those whose background was such as 
to offer litt le promise of successful completion of a program 
leadi:ig to the Master 1 s degree. In 1957 the BS and MS pro ~ 
grams were integrated with the two year BS program becoming 
the standa:::-d and the three year MS program being available 
only to the restricted line officer or to those who simultane-
ously applied for transfer to the restricted line category. 
This limitation has since been removed. There were two 
options of specialty offe r ed foe the third year , Systems De = 
sign or Underwater Acoustics. 
In response to suggestions offered at the Naval Postgraduate 
School Conference of February 1959, a curriculum was 
developed in which both the Electronics Engineering and 
Communicatior.s students took a common six ~ term core. The 
last two te r ms of the two year program included electives 
which would permit the study of functional applications of 
ele c troni cs to anti = submarine warfare, comm uni cations , 
comma::d ar:.d control systems , radar, guidance , etc. For 
those who satisfied the academic standards a BS degre e was 
awarded. The three year curriculum, with an MS possible , 
prov1ded , ir, the remaining six terms, a choice of thre e 
options Advanced Electronics, Underwa ter Ac oustics , and 
Inform ation a:rtd Control Systems. No MS p r ogra m in 
Commumcat1on Engineering was established until 1963 as 
des c rib e d in the next section. Academically quahfied students 
who were under' the sponsorship of the Director of Naval 
Commun: catior:s selected an appropriate option for their major 
a rea a n.d , if s-i_;. c c essful, we:::-e awardE:d an MS in Engineering 
Ele c tr o:c::.c s. 
The s hortage of ju~.i. or officers and the difficulties associated 
witl: taking thr ee y ears out of a n officer career for form a l 







education has resulted in re c urring requests that two year 
curn c ula be offe r ed. At the same time there is strong 
interest ln the award of a master £ s degree. Repeated attempts 
to satisfy these two requiremmts have been unsuccessful 
exc ept with academi cally wen qualified students. As a case 
ln point , rn January 1961 a special Electronics curriculum 
was i n stiiuted fo.-:- qualified CEC officers . This c urriculum 
was 18 months in length and afforded selected student s the 
opportunity to receive an MS degree in Electronics upon 
completion. Entrance requirements were necessarily strict, 
namely a prio r BSEE degree with a "B" or better average 
f:rom an ac c :red1ted institution. This curriculum was insti-
tuted at the request of BuDocks. In 1963 permission was 
granted to inshtute a similar program at the University of 
Michigan , except that the length of the curriculum was to be 
reduced to 12 - 15 months . This program has not yet been 
evaluated. In 1962 significant numbers of foreign officers 
began to enroll in the basic curr:i culum, until at present 
( 1964), about 10% of the students are foreign. 
Over the past 15 years the c hanges occurring in the Engineer , 
ing Electronics curriculum have evolved more from 
modernization of course content to keep pace with advancing 
technology than from any modifications imposed primarily 
because of sponsor requirements. For example, the t otal 
number of term hours in the Master of Science curriculum in 
1948 compared to 1964 is listed below, with breakdowns of 
major study areas : 
Math 
Physics 












29 . 5 hours 
l?Ohours 
134 . 5 hour s 
1.5 . 0 hours 
----,-~---
195 . 0 hours 
The pres e nt objecti ve of the Engineering Electromcs c urri -
culum is to e d ucate offi c ers in the basic scientific and 
engineering fields related to elect:ronics and their application 










COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CURRICULA 
In 1944- 45 a one , year Applied Communications curriculum 
existed at the PGS at Annapolis. This was generally a non.,, 
technical curriculum, with emphasis on practical Navy 
communications and procedures . In 1945 this curriculum 
was moved to the Naval Training Center at Harvard; material 
presented was the same . In 1946 the curriculum was returned 
to the PGS with no changes. In 1950 the title of the curriculum 
was changed to 11 Communications" with no significant changes , 
The objectives of the curriculum at this time were to prepare 
officers: 
(a) By means of a thorough operational knowledge of 
communications, to assist the Naval Communication 
Service in its function as an indispensable accessory of 
Command. 
(b} To be competent tactical officers, and better perform 
duties of the line . 
( c) To be competent supervisors over the service operation 
of all types of apparatus utilized by the Naval Communi ~ 
cation Service. 
(d} To perform various administrative duties of the Naval 
Communications Service. 
Basically the curriculum was a lengthened Navy training 
course. 
The title of the "Communications" curriculum was changed to 
"Command Communications" in 1954. In 1956 the 11 Command 
Communications 11 course was increased to 2 years in length 
with the first year berng spent in the 9-month General Line 
Schoo), and the second year spent in the Engineering School. 
It was still essentially a non ,, technical curriculum. The 
"Command Communications" curriculum was terminated in 
June 1958 . 
In 1957 a Communications Engineering curriculum was 
established within the Engineering School. This curriculum 
was two years in length, and led to a BS degree in Commum, 
cations Engineering . The first group in this curriculum 
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graduated rn 1959. From 1957 to 1959, this curriculum was 
still heavily loaded with non· technical practical Navy commu ·e 
mcat1ons proc edures and tactics courses. From 1960 to the 
present , the c urriculum has been wholly technical, and all 
communicati ons t .ra)ning courses have been eliminated as 
reqm red courses. The Communications Engineering 
Cur :nculum me:rged w::.th the Engineering Electronics 
Curriculum commencing in August 1959. Since 1959 all 
Communi cations Engineering students have pursued a six· term 
"common core" with the Engineering Electronics students. 
The last two terms of the second year consist of elective 
courses . A Master of Science program in Communications 
Engineering was instituted in 1963 . Previous to this time, 
students qualifying for an MS program were reqmred to trans· 
fer to Engineering Electronics, and received an MS in 
Engineering Electronics instead of Communications Engineering. 
The present objective of the Communications Engineering 
curriculum is to educate officers in the basic scientific and 
engineering fields related to electronics and communications 
and their application to the art of naval warfare. 
ORDNANCE ENGINEERING PROGRAMS 
The history of Ordnance Engineering is an integral part of the 
history of naval postgraduate educational philosophy and policies . 
First established jn 1919, this curriculum has itself provided 
much of the history of advanced education for Naval Officers . 
In the early 19 30 1 s a heavy shipbuilding program was initiated, 
the first sirce World War I. All of the engineering advance · 
ments, including ordnance, of 20 years were incorporated 
rnto the products of this program which pla c ed heavy stress 
not only on d e sign and development competence of the Navy , 
but on operat::.onal skill as well. This resulted in a marked 
increase In the postgraduate program for what were termed 
"design' 1 curricula and the initiation of new "operational" 
curricula, these normally employing three and two years 
respectively , It also resulted in the recognition of the re·-
quirements of basic technical knowledge for unrestricted line 
officers and succeeded in bringing the General Line School 
into high support , Since , as a result of World War I mobili-
zation difficult1 es, the Navy generally favored the concept of 
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restricting :>pe c iahs t categories to a minimum of highly 
sele cted officers, all bureaus favored the P . G . specialist 
educatton of ur: .restricted line offi cers in both "design" and 
"operati ona1n programs and used them in their organizations 
accordrng to thei .r rnd1 vi dual abilities . Mobilization in 1940 
and WWII commenced with the officer products of this edu = 
cational system holding a large percentage of the junior 
commands in air squadrons, submarines and destroyers , 
During the period of expansion in 1941 and 1942, it was the 
rule rather than the exception that the young Commanding 
Officer was actually if not nominally the head of all depart ·· 
ments in his command until such time as his nominal 
department headn had attained reasonable technical proficiency · 
While techn:i cal bureaus and offices undoubtedly suffered in 
the expansion of their technical staffs ashore, it is doubtful 
if they encountered more difficulty than that of forces afloat. 
From the vie,Npoint of the junior afloat command, the 
educational pat tern of the 3CYs supported, at least in concept, 
the requi rements of mobilizations . 
During WWII the General Line and "ope rational" curricula 
were d i sconti nued, and 11 design" curricula were compressed 
to a maximum of two years . In January 1945 the Congress ·· 
ional Woodrum Committee held hearing on "post-war military 
policy . t! This hearing, amongst others, emphasized the 
difficulties that had been experienced during the war by scien-
tific and industrial agencies in dealing with the Armed 
Service s. Typi cal recommendations of rather outstanding 
witnesses befo re such committees were as follows : 
(a} Men in -r esponsible military positions should have better 
t e chnical trair.ing ; 
(b} Soundly trained t ec hnical men should b e eligible for high 
comman d" ; 
( c} B :road or complex program s of research and development 
sh ould have a status at staff level ; 
(d) The serv1 ce s should have a greater knowledge of 
rndust:rial o:-gan1za ti on and production methods, 












By June 1945 BuPers had approved the request of bureaus 
and offices to expand practically all postgraduate curricula . 
The exp e rier.ces of World War II were reflected in the 
formulation of all curricula . Higher technical standards were 
required to meet the new standards of civilian institutions 
and industry ~ esulting from the intensive work done by science 
educators as members of research teams during the war . 
Courses were required leading to a better comprehension of 
the problem of research . Some specialization was demanded 
in industrial organization and production and a better compre·· 
hension of such matters was considered necessary for all 
technically trained officers . The best educational advice of 
the country indicated that higher technical standards required 
a sharp increase in mathematics over that of pre ~ WWII 
curricula; that the best way to obtain research comprehension 
was through a short thesis project; and that the most efficient 
way of getting industrial know- how as it applied to naval 
matters was to add industrial and production education to an 
officer already solidly grounded in the fundamentals of his 
specialty . 
At this time the Ordnance Engineering Programs, having been 
compressed during WWII, consisted of a "General" curri ~ 
culum and eight specialized curricula . The objectives of all 
these curricula were to equip graduates to deal with problems 
of design and development in BuOrd, the Gun Factory and 
Naval Proving Ground . All curricula included one year at a 
BuOrd field activity . Formal classwork of all except the 
Ordnance {General) curriculum was conducted at a civilian 
umversity after one year at the Postgraduate SchooL The 
practical portion of instruction was meant also to provide, 
secondary to the principal objective, operational training for 
afloat billets. 
The problem presented to the Postgraduate School in the spring 
of 1945 was to produce in the shortest practicable time an 
improved ver s1on of the pre ~· WWII "design" graduate who had 
devoted thre e yea rs to his pre .. war curriculum , While 
undertaken sepa r ately by each of the School Curricular Officers 
in conjunc tion with different boards and advisory sources, all 
arrived at approximately simi lar contact loads (25 hours per 
week) and similar duration (three years) , At this time the 
question wa s posed as to whether or not shorter "operational" 
curricula should be considered, but all bureaus and offices 
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held at that time that since the quotas of officers assigned 
for postg .raduat e education were insufficient to meet their 
needs for d esign, development, and inspection shore billets, 
curricula should be designed to commonly support both ashore 
and afloat requirements , The three-year curricula set up in 
the ~ring of 1945 were all ba s ed on the foregoing concept and 
we1 e made eff e c: ti ve :in August 1945 . It is believed that gen~ 
eral acceptance of the three · year programs and the rejection 
of the "operational" two 00 year curricula were based on a 
belief that the post - war Navy (a) would require a greatly in-
creased number of "specialized" officers i n shore assignments 
and (b) the numbers of :restricted line (specialist category) 
officers would be sharply reduced, permitting "specialized" 
unrestri c ted line officer s to use their educations both ashore 
and afloat. As a result of this philosophy, ail specialized 
Ordnance curricula were changed to include an additional 
year at a civilian university rn lieu of the year in the field . 
Three new specialized curricula were added and the General 
curriculum was changed to include a third year, at Purdue 
or RPI, of Industrial Engineering courses . 
Between 1945 and 1948 the bureaus did not sharply reduce 
their specialist category requirements . Although not directly 
affecting the Ordnance Engineering programs, in 1948 the Will 
Board recommended reductions in length of a large percen~ 
tage of the technical postgraduate curricula, premising such 
action on the principle that the longer curricula would lead to 
a restricted line designation and a committment by the candi-
date to such would be a prerequisite for entering the program. 
The General Board , to which the Will Board report was sub-
mitted for review, did not support the foregoing principle 
and stated that some unrestricted iine officers also required 
such e xtensive education. When the Will Boa r d report, as 
modified and approved by the Secretary of the Navy, was 
sent to the School for implementation, reductions in curricula 
duration we.re 1mm~:diately attacked by the several bureaus 
and ag e n c ies, and b y 1950 , by separate c urriculum approval 
by BuPers. pra c ti .:ally all had been restored to then original 
status and remai ned essentially so until 1955 
In 1947 with the pending establishment of the Postgraduate 
School as a separate institution, an "Advisory Committee to 
the American Counc il on Education" met at the request of 











The frndings of this committee were generally favorable and 
endorsed most of the academic philosophy of operation of the 
School. Although making no attempt at detailed curricula 
analysis, this committee favored the practice of using 
ci v1lian inst5tut10ns for advanc ed curricula but suggested that 
a close r look be taken a:. the most profitable distribution of 
time between the Postg:raduate School and c1 vihan universities . 
Of importance to Ordnance Engineering also was the recom = 
mendation that selection for the specialized curricula not 
take place until at least a one ·· term opportunity for academic 
evaluation had been available . This recommendation was 
placed rn effect immediately for all except the Special Physics 
curriculum and has remained to the present, As a result of 
the report of this committee and somewhat increased facilities 
and faculty, all Ordnance curricula except two (Fire Control 
and Special Physics) were changed to two years at the Post 
graduate School and one year at a civilian university. In 
1950, partially because of reduction in inputs and a compromise 
of the Will Board recommendations, six specialized Ordnance 
curricula were eliminated leaving the General/ Industrial and 
four other specialized programs (Fire Control, Special 
Physics, Jet Propulsion and Chemical). 
In 1951 the concept of three · year programs for ail curricula 
was modified to the extent that the Ordnance (General) curri = 
culum was reduced to two years with a third year only for 
"selected students . " This third year replaced the previous 
Fire Control curriculum consisting of two additional years at 
MIT . In 1952 the Industrial Engineering curriculum was 
re ·, established also as a third year of Ordnance (General) for 
selected students , and Ordnance Engineering (Fire Control} 
was re · established as a distinct curriculum and not just a 
third year of the General curriculum . 
The status of Ordnanc e Engineering curricula remained 
essentially constant with minor curriculum changes, except 
for the establishment of a 11 Mine Wada re" curnculum in 
195 3, until 1955 . During this period the School moved to 
Monterey and expanded somewhat although this expansion was 
not immediarely felt in Ordnance Enginee ring . In 1955 , as a 
result of a letter from ADM Rickover to the Secretary of the 
Navy stating more or less flatly that all postgraduate curricula 
should be of only two years 1 duration, the Secretary of the 








Navy directed a review of postgraduate education philosophy 
and proc e du r es . Thi s review by the Weakley · Daniel Boa r d 
had d r asnc and far r ea c hing effect almost immediately . 
Prior to this time all students were ordered to the Postgraduate 
School wi th t.he un cle; standing that there wouid be three years' 
availability anc only faiJure t o meet certain academic stand· 
ards woL~ld prevent the1r remaining for three years . As a 
result of the Weakley · Daniel Board's early evaluation, the 
School was directed to take immediate action to reduce the 
number of students in three ~ year specialized programs . 
Additionally all those students in Ordnance (General) were 
directed to be terminated after two years with no selection for 
the Industnal Engineering portion of their program , The 
only three · year programs not affected were the Fire Control 
and Special Physics cur:>:"i cula . Because of the necessary 
Aeronautical Engineering courses in the Ordnance (Aviation) 
program it was not considered fea s ible to reduce it to two 
years . so the curriculum was dropped. The same general 
feeling prevailed about the Guided Missiles curriculum, but 
after further deliberations approval was obtained to combine 
the Guided Missiles and Aviation curricula into one program 
of 2 · 1/2 years 1 duration. "Explosives" and a condensed 
version of "Jet Propulsion" were combined into a two-year 
"Explosives and Propellants" curriculum. 
Policy for curricula administration changed also as a result 
of the Weakley · Daniel Boa rd. BuPers Inst. 1520. 50 directed 
tighter BuPer s control of quotas, and the close liaison that 
had existed between BuOrd and the Officer of Ordnanc e 
Engin e ering Programs came to an end . All nominations for 
assignments to thre e~· year programs were submitted to 
BuPers and these w ere approved in accordance with a quota 
plan In 195 6, at the request of the Bureau of O r dnance, a 
new cur~icuJurn , Ordnance Engineering (Underwater 
Ordnance )' was estabiished , This was originally designed as 
a three, year curriculum but, with the emphasis on fewer and 
shorter prog::-ams , wa s reduced to two years with a first 
input in 1957. The effects of the Weakley cDaniel Board were 
still being felt up to 1958 , Curri cula remaine d a s in 1956 
but seemed to be on a t e rm · ·tO··,term basis and all programs 
we re more =or - less "interim" in nature . 
During the Annual Postgraduate Conference in February 1959, 
the subject of :r ecasting tl:e entire program was r aised , 






Agenda Item 11 of that conference is quoted : 
"_Statem~ A recasti ng of the structure of the Ordnance 
Engineering Curricula is essential in order to (1) make the 
time scale of academic progress more realistic considering 
the level of comprehenr:ion to be attained, the breadth of 
coverage to be :included as well as student background and 
aptitude; (2) eliminate costly splinter curricula; and 
( 3) provide a mechanism by which the best possible student-
curd culum match can be realized in progressing the student 
to the optimum level of c omprehension. 
Factors involved: 
1. The present workload for many Ordnance students is ex~ 
cessively large to the point where the value of the course 
work is questioned seriously. 
2 . A reduction in this load can be effected in one of two ways : 
(a) Restrict the coverage to narrow specialization; 
(b) Increase the time allotted to realize the objectives of 
a broader coverage. 
3. The Bureau of Naval Weapons considers that: (a) Narrow 
specialization will not fulfill its needs; (b) Emphasis 
should be placed on the development of officers with 
reasonable broad backgrounds of science=engineering 
education combined with an understanding of the principles 
of management to occupy project and program managerial 
billets. 
As a r e sult of the confe:::'enc:e , the Superintendent recommended 
to the Ch1d of Naval Personnel that "approval in principle be 
obtained to the establishment of a single Ordnance Engineering 
Curriculum which wll1 encompass three years of science = 
engineering s tudies and a course sequence in management 
training to r eplace the present six Ordnance curricula . Pro · 
visior:s shaH be included for the selection of a limited number 
of officers having exceptional technical ability to pursue 
independent stGd] es to a greater depth in the fields of Electrical 
Engineering, Physics and Chemistry, to be diverted at an 
appropriate point during the second year. 11 













DEVELOPMENT OF PRESENT WEAPONS SYSTEMS 
CURRICULA 
An analysis of exisb.n g ordnance curricula in 
1958~ 1959 s howed that they shared enough courses 
in common to permit the deveiopment of a single 
foundat1onal sequer:ce of courses extending for at 
least a year , It was also determined that the 
educational b:readth desired could be introduced 
early enough in the curriculum to permit concentra-
tion during the latter terms in one of three major 
fields~ -Electrical Engineering , Physics , or 
Chemistry , The Ordnance Engineenng pattern at 
the same time reflected the primary division of 
weapons between "sub" and "super" surface. The 
two major "weapons family" divisions, with the 
underlying three major science - engineering fields, 
thus formed the basis of the Weapons Systems 
Engineering curricula. The Superintendent in 
May 1959 proposed the n ew structure to the Chief , 
Bureau of Naval Weapons and the Chief of Naval 
Personnel , The proposed program was approved 
and initiated for the group entering in August 1959. 
The new program involved the following elements : 
a , Basic Objective ~ To provide selected officers 
with an advanced technical education on a broad 
foundation encompassing the basic scientific and 
engineering principles underlying the field of 
weapons. The s pec ifi c areas of study and th e 
l e vel to be attai ned are formulated for each 
c urriculum to insure a sound bas1s for technicai 
competenc e and for such subsequent growth a s 
may b e requi:red for the operation, maintenance 
design, development or production of advanced 
weapons systems. 
b. ,Description - All off1cet"S ordered for instruction 
1n W eapons Systems Engineering initially matn ~ 
culate rn the 2 ·-· year Generai Curriculum. At 
the end of the first year, officer students will 
be s elected for the 3~year Advanced Weapons 
Syste ms Curricula within the quotas as signed by 
the Chief of Naval Personnel. This selection is 
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based on the expressed c ho1 • .::e of the i ndivi dt.<.a1 
and the Supe-.:: .-,ntendl"nt' s appraisa1 of his 
academ.1c abi hty For pTope rly qualified ente :t: ng 
s tudents , the 2 =yeat General Cur:ri,·:ulum leads 
t o the award of a .Ba .::helo :r ; s degree in Ele ct ·: i c a\. 
Engi needng a nd the 3-year Curr .ic u.la lead to 
the award of a MasteY. 1 s degree ir: a Ec i e ntiflc or 
engineering field. A 2 =year Spec ial Curriculum 
is off e:red to selected officer stu.dents of foreign 
countries . 
The conc e pt introduced in 1959 has be en c on= 
tinued through l9fA. In 196 1 at the request of 
BuWeps an additional. Physics Curricul um was 
established in which the major emphasis is on 
Underwater Acoustics and other physi c a1 
phenomena. In i 962 a cu:rr:!.cuium emphasizing 
electronics control Hystems and method'3 of 
digital computation was established and repfa,-;ed 
the El<'O<::trical Engineering Cun~i. cutum. At that 
time a1 ~ o a Materi als Science Curr~c u ;.um was 
instituted . The present General Curriculum 
and the five Advanc ed Cur r icula are designed to 
meet essenti ally the same objectives a;,; were 
laid out in 19.Sg. Minor changes have been made 
in content to up =date the curricula as new cour s e!'\ 
become availabl e. 
NUCLEAR ENGINEER ING {EFFECTSp CURRICULUM 
·-----'-~-~· ___ , ____ ·~· "--·-~"""""'-"·--" 
In 1948 , at the request and under quota controi of the Chief , 
Defense Atomic Support Age"lc y; a Radiologica l Defense 
Curriculum wa:: esta blished. T!:. J s wa5 a th ree .. yE'a:: ptograTCl 
with one year at the Naval Postgraduate Schoo} foLowed by 
two yearE at th t.: Univers1ty of Califo:rn:ia. Tr~e obje ct:ive was 
to "train officers of the A:;cmed Services 1n t:he fundamental 
sciences, eRpt:daUy in those p <"rtaining to nuclear and 
medical physi(:s an d a &.20,;:i:ated p~oblems that a::: ~_ se from the 
applicatior:s of a t om:. c E"nt:-:-gy. 11 
The following year Ohio Sta t e Uni vers1ty was al.ao used fo:: 
the second and third years i r, addition to the Uni versity of 
California. In 1952 the ' '. LG :r i,'. ulum was changed to two 
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years ' duration . both at the Nava~ Postg r aduate s,~hool. i.r.. 
1953 the name was ':hanged. to .t ~s pres Ent f o rm , Nu ·:iear 
Enginee :rrng ( Effects ) , 
App.rox1mate}y 30 ofhct> r., a y e enrnUed annt;a l1y n.: this curri ~ 
culum and conH' f r om a .ii iY::ar: ~ · i::,es of the m1~J .. a :Y y si:0 rvi c es. 
Navy and Army have ual;,a lly h ad mo s t of ~;he quo ta s. with an 
annual input from each of about l O ~ 12. Completi on of this 
curriculum leads either to the degree M . S . i n Physics o:r 
B. S. in Physics, dependrng upon the ~:-: apab1 d t i es of the 
student . 
NAVAL ENGINEERING CURRICULA 
The current objective of the Naval Engi neering Curricula 
is to provide selected officers with advanc ed rnanne and 
electrical engineering education to met' t the requirements 
of the Navy for officers with techni cal and admini5trative 
competence related to modern naval rnach1r.. e :-y and 
engineering plants . The spec:f:i c area s of study a :e designed 
to include, within the various curri c ula , fr e fundamental 
and advanced theories of mathematics, thermodynamics , 
mechanics, dynamic s . electrical power, circuit s and feed = 
back control, metallurgy, structures, nuclea r physics and 
nuclear power . 
The following is a brief histo ::-ical summa ry of the various 
curricula that have been part of the Naval Engineering Pro ~ 
grams since the School moved to Monte ::-ey . and of those 
curricula that are c urrently offered : 
1. 6 < l CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
This curd cul um 'Na s in effect 1n 19 c:.2 and was 
discont:inued rn June 19S4. The : er>.gth of :> tudy wa.s 
th r ee yea :;:- s , ·,.,·1tr. the th:! r d year given a t Lehigh. 
The degre .;; re c t:"1 ved wa "' a Master of S c1 en.ce 1n 
Chen1ical EngJnee .nng . Th e :'. Ur c i ;:·: ulun1 ·waF di s= 
c oEtinued bec au2 e of t!--.e 1a :: k of fleet !"equir t>m ents 
fo ::.- this type of spe; ~<,b ;·,a t1 on. 
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This curriculum was in effect in 1952 and was dis ·-' 
continued in 1957 . The length of study was three 
years , with th e 2nd and 3rd year at the Uni v ersity 
of California , The degree received was a Master 
of Engineering. The curriculum was discontinued 
when the sponsoring Bureau cancelled input quotas, 
since enough officers were then available in this 
speciality . and no continuing need was foreseen. 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (FUELS AND 
LUBRICANTS) 
This curriculum was first offered in 1957. The 
course of study was three years in length and led 
to a Master of Science in Chemical Engineering. 
The curriculum was discontinued in 1958 and was 
replaced by Mechanical Engineering (Fuels and 
Lubricants) . 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (FUELS AND 
LUBRICANTS 
This curriculum was instituted in 1958 . It was three 
years in length, with the 2nd and 3rd year conducted 
at Pennsylvania State University . The course of 
study led to the degree Master of Science in Mech-
amcal Engineering. The curriculum was dis-
continued in 1960 when the sponsoring Bureau 
cancelled input quotas. It was felt that enough 
officers were now available in this specialty , and 
no c o ntinuing need was foreseen . 
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING (ENGINEERING 
MATERIALS) 
This curriculum was instituted in 1957. The course 
of study was three years in length and led to the 
degree Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering. 
The curriculum was discontinued in 1960 , when the 
sponsoring Bureau cancelled input quotas. 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (EQUALIZATION) 
This was a two year curriculum offenng a Bachelor 
of Science in Mechanical Engineering. The term 
Equalization referred to a course of study designed 
for those offi cer students whose engineering back~ 
ground was less than those entering the regular 
M. E. curriculum. This curriculum was in effect 
in 1952 and was discontinued in 1955. The regular 
Mechanical Engineering Curriculum was reviewed 
and changed so that all students with limited en·" 
gineering background could enter the one regular 
Mecham cal Engineering Curriculum . 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (GAS TURBINES) 
This curriculum was in effect in 1952 . At that 
time a Z ~ year course of study offered a Bachelor of 
Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering with all 
study do n e at the USNPGS. A Master of Science 
Degree in Mechanical Engineering was also offered, 
with the third year taken at MIT. In 1955 the 
3 ~ year course was conducted in its entirety at the 
U. S . Naval Postgraduate School, and both two and 
three year curri c::ula continued at Monterey until 
1962, when both were discontinued . Termination 
of the curricula resulted from lack of fleet require ·,, 
ments for officers with such a highly specialized 
education. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (NUCLEAR POWER) 
Ongina11y a 3 .,year c urriculum that led to a Maste r of 
Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering was offered . 
In 1954 the 3rd year was conducted at Oak Ridge. In 
1957 the curriculum was modified to a Bachelor of 
Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering with all 
courses taken at Monterey . In 1959 the annual Post ·, 
graduate Education Conference recommend e d that the 
Nuclear Power curriculum be restored to its origi ~ 
nal 3 . year length . Approval was nev er obtained, 
and the curriculum remained at the z ,,year length. 
In 1961 the degree was changed 
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from a Bachelo r of Science in Mechanical Engineer-
ing to a Bachelor of Science in Nuclear Science. 
This change 1n degree was carried out upon 
recommendation by the Engineering Council for 
Professional. Development. The ECPD considered 
it inadv1sable to award an engineering degree in 
such a specialized field at the Bachelor level; 
therefore, the degree was changed to Bachelor of 
Science in Nuclear Sc1ence. 
In 1962 the Nuclear Power curriculum was abolished 
upon recommendation of the Annual Postgraduate 
Conferenc e (1961). Current billet requirements 
did not justify the existing Nuclear Power Curri-
culum. The requirements of this specialty would 
be filled by graduates of the Navy's Nuclear Power 
Schools at Mare Island and Bainbridge . Extensive 
revisions in the second and third year Mechanical 
and Electrical Engineering Curricula were made to 
reflect increased emphasis on Nuclear Power 
aspects. The first completion of the revised two-
year curricula occurred in June 1964, and the 
first completion of the revised three =year curricula 
will be in June 1965 . 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
These curricula were in effect when the school 
shifted to Monterey in 1952. The two =year curri~ 
culum leads to the degree, Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering, and the three ~ yea r curri-
culum leads to a Master of Science in the same 
discipline . As mentioned above these curricula 
underwent extensive revisions in 1962 to reflect an 
increased emphasis on nuclear power aspects. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
These curricula were jn effect when the school 
shifted to Monterey. The two--year curriculum leads 
to a degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering, and the three-year curriculum leads 
to a Master of Science degree in the same discipline . 
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In 1962 these curricula received extensive revisions 
to reflect an inc :r ea sed emphasis on nuclear power , 
ANTICIPATED FUTURE CHANGES IN THE NAVAL 
ENGINEER ING PROGRAMS 
In the past four or five years, the trend in Naval 
Engineering Programs has been away from curri-
cula of a highly specialized nature to curricula 
which offer broad coverage in engineering and 
scientific principles. The present Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering Curricula are considered to 
be well grounded :i.n the broad aspects of the Mech-
anical and Electrical Engineering disciplines, and 
with a strong minor in Nuclear Power . Anticipated 
changes are those in course content to reflect in-
creasing knowledge and those in areas such as 
computer technology and matrices which are the 
tools of the engineer , Another anticipated change 
is that toward more individually "tailored" curricula 
for officer students with unique backgrounds . As 
more comprehensive validation procedures are 
developed, officers who enter the Postgraduate 
School with requisite undergraduate background will 
be given special curricula. This will permit either 
a broader educational program in a given time or 
completion of advanced degree requirements in a 
shorter period than the standard two or three year 
program. In connection with curricula studies for 
implementation of the quarter system, it is intended 
to investigate curri cula which offer term loadings 
of only 15 to 17 hours for the average student, and 
19 to 23 hours for the outstanding students. This 
procedure would also permit either more coverage 
in a given time or early completion of a required 
curriculum program . 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES CURRICULA 
The Env1ronrnental S c iencf:s Programs offered at the Post= 
graduate School are composed of Meteorology and Oceanog-
raphy Curric ula, and a third which is a combination of these 
two groupings, tbe Ai r ~, Ocean Environment Curricula, The 
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Navy 1 s g:-owing awareness of the importance of the environ~ 
ment on its operations is reflected in the brief history pre ~ 
sented below indicating the growth of environmental curri = 
cula at the Postgraduate Schoo]. 
The first meteorology curriculum was started in 1926 at 
the Postgraduate School ln Annapolis o After one year , the 
students were sent for two years to civilian institutions, 
usually MIT o :· California Tech . This practice continued 
until World War II, when a complete but accelerated course 
was introduced at the Postgraduate School . The accelerated 
course varied from 11 to 14 months during the war, then 
was lengthened to 18 months in January 1946 . Since then, 
the several meteorology curricula have varied from one to 
two years, being under an almost constant change in en~ 
deavoring to tailor curricula to meet the needs of the Navy 
reflected in varying types of input , varying demands of 
personnel requirements, also the increasing knowledge in, 
and hence increasing scope of, the discipline .. For example, 
the Navy 1 s expansion during the Korean conflict necessitated 
another acceleration in the "production11 of Meteorologists ; 
the advent of Satellite photography has necessitated an 
additional course. Minor changes are often generated by 
students' comments as they are solicited throughout the 
academic year and at the end of courses; these generally 
concern sequence of courses , 
Recent major changes in the curricula, occurring within the 
past three years, are summarized as follows : 
a . The Meteorology curricula, having undergone several 
modifications over the years, have remained nevertheless 
relatively unchanged 111 basic structure . Generally, 
there has existed a Master 1 s (advanced) and a Bachelor 
of Scienc e (general} l e vel curriculum . A slower pace can 
be set in the latter , yet both curricula are so similar in 
nature that it is easy to move a student in academic 
difficulty down from the fast to the slow group without any 
serious readjustment problems . Recently, two major 
changes have occurred in the Meteorology curricula , The 
Advanced Mete orology Curriculum was changed to empha= 
size use of electronic computer methods in both operations 
and resea:rch; this required additional courses in digital 







compute rs, num e rical analysis, prognosis and fore ·, 
ca s tiEg . Secondly , 1963 · 64 marks the final year in 
which th e General Meteorol ogy Curriculum was offered, 
it being abso r bed by the new General Air 0 , 0cean Environ ·· 
ment curricul um , 
b . In keeping with the widening scope of the environmental 
sciences , especially the increasing emphasis in the 
oceanographic field, and based upon requirements genera ~ 
ted by the ASWEPS program, the name of the curricula 
recently changed to Environmental Sciences. In addition , 
two new curricula, Advanced and General Air-Ocean 
Envi r onment were developed to meet requirements speci ~ 
fied by the Oceanographer of the Navy for trained ASWEPS 
forecasters (yet continuing to train students to become 
qualified meteorologists) as well as to open research 
opportunity in the environmental sciences disciplines. 
Thus, these two new curricula were inaugurated in 1962 
and, together with the Advanced Meteorology curriculum, 
represent the current curricula offered within the 
Environmental Sciences Programs. 
c. The increased emphasis in environmental sciences has 
also generated changes in the postgraduate education 
program in Oceanography. This year marks termination 
of the one and one -.. half year Oceanography curriculum at 
the University of Washington. Students enrolled therein 
now will remain an extra six months and thus will complete 
a two 00 year course as will subsequent inputs. Commen- · 
cing i n the fall of 1964 , the Navy's oceanography post ., 
graduate educational program will be expande d with the 
i na ugurati o n of a two · .. yea r O ceanography curriculum 
at three civilian unive rsities, MIT, Texas A & M, and 
the U n i versit y of M i ami . Jn addition, a limited number 
of officers will enter a s imilar O c eanography curriculum 
here at USNPGS, Monte rey . All of these curricula will 
l ead to a Master of Sci e n c e degree in Oceanography. 
Important future changes in the present curri cula are all 
subject to furthe r liaison with th e sponsors concerned and 
have been d1 scus s e d in the foregoing paragraphs . No 
authorized important changes are at present pending. Signi-
ficant poi nts worthy of consideration regarding any future 










changes in tni s pa rti cular held of science are included 
below for info rmation : 
a. There exists (and w ill conti nue to exist) a very sigm ·· 
fic:a n t featur e o f thi s cu :r nculum , whi ch is unique. 
Virtual~y e very g:!'.'ad12ate of this c urriculum (with the 
cu:cre:-1t exc eption of unrestricted line officers) is 
ordered direct to operati onai meteorological billets , 
ones in which they are expected to function within their 
specialty immediately upon arrival. Thus, with this in 
mind , full training in all practical aspects (meteorolo·· 
gical as well as oceanographic (ASWEPS) ) must be 
included b efo :;:o e graduation . In this the Postgraduate 
School d1ffers from civilian institutions whose graduates 
are expected to develop practical techniques, such as 
analysis skill 3fter graduation during an apprenticeship 
lasting about two years . 
b , Two major areas con tinue to be likely avenues of modifi ~ 
cation . One change is to provide for a degree of 
sub· specilization , This would allow selected students to 
take more units in a specialty such as geological 
oceanography, numerical forecasting , or ice forecasting 
in pola r regior:s . A second probable change is that there 
will be a gradual reduction in the amount of time spent 
in highly qualifying the student in analysis procedures. 
As machine analysis is improved and communications 
reach the poi nt where ac c urate analysis can be available 
minutes after completion , less time needs to be spent 
b initial development of analysis skills , When this 
co::d:!t1on arrives , it will tben be possible to c oncent!·ate 
I'.:"lore on inte:-p::-'etative analysis a:id forecasting and keep 
pace with the ever i r.creasing demands placed on the 
g raduate by the new developments in t he environmental 
fie1d suc h a s satelli t e photography, high altitude sounding 
of th e atmosphe re by rockets . new solutions in the ASW 
prob~~ en1 , etc . 
l , 8 OPERATIONS ANALYSI S CURR I CULUM 
In May of l 9SO the Chief of Naval Operations recommended 
the establl shment of an Ope r ations Analysis Curriculum to 
satisfy the urgen t need fo::: officers with fleet operating 
experience who a l so had th e capability of scientific analysis 








and eval uation. As a result, i n September of that year the 
Chief of Naval Personnel established a "one<,year 
Postgraduate Course in Operations Analysis" and directed 
the Superintendent to implement this course at a suitable 
civilian inshtut10n to accommodate an input of five officers 
per year, The Massachusetts Institute of Technology was 
suggested 
In December 1950 the Superintendent, reporting unsuc c essful 
attempts to obtain appropriate course presentations at any 
civilian institution , submitted, as a joint proposal from the 
Naval Postgraduate School and the Operations Evaluation 
Group (Dr. Steinhardt} , a six= term academic cu:rnculnm 
(wh:ich included a five - week 1ntersessional working 
assignment) p1us a six=month terminal working assignment. 
After much discussion and evaluation, the Chief of Naval 
Personnel approved this proposed curriculum with the 
reservation that it might prove too diff1cu1t for the Line 
Officer who had not spedalized in higher mathematics and 
that this might dictate some future curriculum changes . 
The first class of mne officers entered the curriculum in 
August 1951 and completed the Course in January 1953. On 
the basis of experience with this first class, the Superinten= 
dent submitted a revised eight-term curriculum which 
included the intersessional work experience but eliminated 
the terminal work period. Particular improvements expected 
from the two academic term increase were : 
a. The inclusion of thes1 s work with its resulting experience 
in individual research. 
b , Greate::.- coverage in those areas of Operations Analysis 
considered to be of s1 gnif1cance. 
c. Broader background in the physical sciences , 
d. The inclusion of work o n digital computers. 
In July 1953 the Chief of Naval Personnel, with the c on ~ 
• c:urrence of CNO, approved the eight = term curriculum and 
this was implemented with the second class, numbering 
fifteen officers, which c ompleted the curriculum in 







June 19540 Since 1954 the size of the classes has varied 
from a. Jow of four rn the 1957 class to a high of forty =sever.c 
in the claa e whi ch graduated in June 1964 , There has been 
a ma:-ked decrease in the rank of the incoming officers 
from the ini tial c1as s {l CAPT , 6 CDR' s , 2 LT 1 s) to the 
present s ~ t L.:.atior. 1 n which the bulk of the students are LT 1 s 
w1th a fe'w LTJG' s and LCDR' s. 
As a result of the recommendations of the Daniel= Weakley 
Board, the Chief of Naval Personnel, in November 1957, 
tentatively approved the reduction of the curriculum to six 
terms. This proposed change was extensively discussed at 
the BuPers Postgraduate Education Conference held in 
MoP-terey in February 1958 with the result that the 
Superintendent strongly recommended continuation of the 
eight= te r m curriculum (slightly modified}. In March 1958 
the Chief of Naval Personnel approved the ci ght,0 term 
program as recommended o 
The currL::uJum , as it existed in 1960 , contained 10 courses 
rn Physics , 12 in Mathematics, 15 in Operations Analysis, 
and 1 each in Naval Communications, Meteorology , and 
Oceanography. A thesis was also required o No provisions 
existed for electives , Successful completion of the curri= 
culum led to an undes1gnated Degree, Master of Science. 
The AD HOC POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL CURRICULA 
BOARD in January 1961, made the following recommendation: 
That a pilot 3 , year Operations Analysis curriculum 
be established to provide instruction in advanced 
analysis techn::ques havir:g direct application to 
problems :en Naval Warfare , Logistics , Manage · 
men t , and Personnel Admini strati on. 
The Ch1ef of Nava l P e :::-sonnel c oncurred in this recommend= 
ation. As a r e sult , three students were approved for a third 
year 1 s work comrnenc i ng in 1962 and three additional 
students were approved in 1963. One of these stude nts 
was subs equedJy o-cdensd to the University of California at 
Berkel ey t o pu:!:'aue his studies at the doctoral 1eve} in 
Operations Resear c h , The remaining two officers completed 
their adva'l.ced work in Monterey. In addition, two officers 
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from fr.e 1962 Class were ordered to Massachu s etts Institute 
of Te chnology fo r d octoral studies. 
lr. Ap ril 19 62 the Chief of Naval Personnel approved a re · 
vised cu rricul um w hich conta1ned provisions fo r elective 
sele:: h o rcs O"'.: a ~ ~ mited scale in conjunction with a "core" 
course cor:. cepL The numbe :r of Physics courses was re -
duced to eight and the c ourses in Naval Communications, 
Meteoro]ogy, and Oceanogr aphy were dropped. This 
program was consi dered highly desirable to meet the needs 
of Lrn e Officers , and to a lesser degree those of Supply and 
Marine Corps officers. The elective courses were segre-
gated by subject areas to permit the student to select a 
package and thereby a chieve greater depth and a v oid 
fractionalization of academic effo r t. These areas were 
Operations Analysis , Mathematics, Management, Electroni c s, 
and Modern Physics . 
The evoi ution of Operations Analysi s and the inc reased 
numbers of students i n incoming classes resulted in the 
establishment of the Depa:ttment of Operations Research in 
November 1961. In September 1963, the Academic Counci l 
app r oved a re c ommendation by the Chairman , Department 
of Operations Re sea r ch , establishing the re qui rem en ts for 
the des i gnated degree, Master of Science in Operations 
Research. The class graduating in June 1964 was the first 
to re cei ve th1 s D e gr e e . In June 1964 the name of the de ~ 
partment was changed from Operations Research to Operations 
Analys is and ite: instructional respons i bility broade ned to 
include both Operations Research and Sys tems Anal ys i s . 
NAVAL MANAGEMENT CURRI CULUM 
ln F e b rua ry 1956 t h e Chief of Naval Personnel , i n response 
to a proposal by the Chief, Bureau of Supplies and Ac co un ts , 
request e d that the Supe rint end e nt survey rE.quirements fo r 
the e stabli s hm e nt, of a course in Supply Management within 
the Gene ra~ Li ne School. A d e termina tion was made that 
such a c ou r.::e c o uld b e insti tuted without m a terially a ffe cting 
present operati o ns. It wo ul d follow gene r a lly the guides 
contained j n the BuSandA study "Educ ation in Supply 
Management" , w ith outlines and case studies de v eloped under 
contract w ith Hambri dg e Hous e and lecture le s son planE 
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prepa red by Navy instru ctors . Th e prog ram would be five 
months i n l ength , commencing i n February and September 
of each year , The Chief of Naval. Personnel elected to 
p r ovide such education under a separate facility and 
a c cord: ngly e stabl.1 shed the Naval Management School a s a 
cornpor:ent of USNPGS rn June 1956 . The Supply Managem e nt 
Prog r am was to be the p:lot cot1rse, with a c onveni n g date 
of Febr uary 1957, and would be coordinated with other 
courses about September 1957. 
The S ch o ol' s first cJass, whi ch convened in February 1957 
was m a de up en tirely of Supply and Civil Engineering Corps 
officer s (Supply ~ 20 ; Civ. Eng . ··· 2}. The curricu:J.um 
included Inve ntory Managan ent, Basic Manageme:rit 
(Principles of Management , Executive Control, and H u man 
Relations ) and Comptrolle ::." ship (Financial Management 
and Statistics ), and was five months in length Certificates 
of Completion were awarde d to those pa r ticipating . Proposals 
for expansion of Management S c hool Operations were sub= 
mitted to the Chief of Naval Personnel a t the end of F e bruary. 
These ir..cludEd adaptabon of the basic curriculum to the 
ne eds of all te chnical bureaus , with the course divided into 
three parts : 
a. Basic Mar.agement Area = to be taken by all officers . 
b. Special Management Area ,, provided courses which meet 
the n e eds of particular offi cer designators . 
c , Ele cti ves Management A rea "' supplements both the above. 
This ' :pat tern' ! of instruction ha s been followed i n gen e:ral 
during th f' ensuing y ea rs , 
By Au gust l 9S7 , when the second class of 48 s tudents re 
po:rted, the c onc ept of the Navy Managemen t S chool's function 
had already c hanged to the e xtent that the input included 
SuppJy and Un reatric',ed L ine offic ers a s well a s tho se from 
fiv e add i tion.al s pec iali st groups . The c u r riculum haci been 
er..larged to indude Indus trial Managem e n t, p l u s addi tional 
mate rial 1r.. the bas1 c a rea s of Manageria l Statistics, 
Accounting, Budgeting, P r inciples of Managem e nt, Human 
Relations, and Exe c utive C ontrol. The course , h oweve r. 









was taught in two segments = one for Supply Corps officers 
and the other for all non ,-· Supply officers, and it was 
considered that coverage was still not sufficiently compre" 
hensive. Certificates of Completion were awarded to those 
in attendance. The third class of 59 students convened in 
February 1958. Tl:e type of input, content of the curriculum 
and duration were the same as for the August 1957 group , 
The practice of awarding Certificates of Completion was 
continued. 
As a result of conferences sponsored by the Bureau of Naval 
Personnel in the spring of 1958, a decision was reached that 
one uniform course in Navy Management would be presented 
to all officer codes, supplemented by a Supply Managerre nt 
Seminar for Supply Corps officers . The general areas of 
coverage were to be Applied Management , Industrial 
Management, Financial Management, and Material Manage ~ 
ment . This program was inaugurated with the fall class 
of 1958. In the prospectus announcing the course offerings 
the new scope of the Navy Managerre nt School's mission 
was stated as follows : 
11 
•••• to provide executl ve development education 
at the postgraduate level for naval officers in 
order that they may function more effectively in 
the performance of their assigned duties The 
broadening of the mental outlook and resultant 
increase in professional knowledge will enable 
officers to better meet the responsibilities and 
complexities of higher grade and thereby improve 
the efficiency and combat effectiveness of the 
Navy.'' 
In the SL1mmer of 1958, the Management School assumed 
responsibilities for conducting a six -·weeks i course in 
"Elements of Management and Industrial Engineering" which 
had previously been handled by the University of Minnesota. 
Those attending were 131 students in the Postgraduate 
Engineeri ng Schoo] and 80 officers sponsored by the va r ious 
Bureaus and Off1 ces of the Na.val Establishment. Paralleling 
the basic summer course, four Bureaus or Offices con = 
ducted afternoon seminars designed to broaden the executive 
knowledge of selected officers of their groups 1n their 
particular specialty. The Management School acted as host 













for these session$, hu~t the program s themse~ves w e re 
c onducted enhre1y by the "pa:r ent' 1 activities .. 
Tbe fuU five .. month " e xe c utive development 11 curri c ulum, 
impl emented in the faj J of I 9S8, was offe red to c lasaes c on ~ 
ven ±ng b F i;: b ruary and Sep:em b er 1959 , and February l 9 6 0. 
Certifi cates of Completi on 'Ne re awarded to a total of 122 
officers during this period (Februa r y 1959 = 43 , September 
1959 ·- 47, February 1960 ·· 32} , The 1959 summer 
program 1ncluded a new two =week Basic Management course 
for approximately 75 students from the Aeronautical and 
Communications Engineer1ng curri c ula whose schedules or 
orders woul d not permit thei r atter.dance at the full six~ 
weeks 1 s umme :r session , in whic'.-1 213 were enrolled. 
In November 1958 the Supe rintendent recommended to the 
Chief of Naval Pers o nnel that the five-months' curriculum 
be extedt::d to offe r a comprehensive course ove r a full 
fou r·· term ~ l 0 months} academic year , It was felt that the 
Navy M ar..agem ent School was in a unique positi on to offe r 
such a prog r am for those Naval officer s who have demon-
strated a potenti a l for a s suming g reater responsibilities , 
and would be charged with the direction of a large, complex, 
dynamic , and diversifi e d Naval establishment, and that it 
could be provided more effectively than at c ivilian schools. 
without omission of any ess e ntial coverage, at considerable 
monetary savings . At the February 1959 Postgraduate 
Education Conference these concepts and proposals were 
approved by th e ;:;onferees , In the extensive review of Navy 
education p r og r am:; conduc te d during FY 1960 by the Cook , 
K ei th and Bull Boa:rds, Nav v Managerne nt education r e ·-, 
cei v ed in c rAas ed emphasis and the desirability of offering 
a lO ~ nwnths ' c u ::-:ric u1um at the Postgraduate School was 
re ·affirmed . I rnp1 e mertat:on of the p r og1am was set for 
August 19 /'.,0 with a plar..r:ed student input of 90. 
In May 1960 the Chief of Naval Personnel approved a Navy 
Management l O ~ month prog :-am integrating tle f unc ti ona1 
fie l ds of 1nan agement into a 11 :.:o r e" of required cours es com -
p ris i ng approximately 80% o f th e cu.rricukm credit hours, 
with e:~ec ti ve cour,;;;es stemrn1ng f rom the n core" g roup wh1 ch 
provi d e d m ode r ate fl exibili t y for adapti on to officers 1 indivi-










in fie l d s o f i n te r est to vanous supporting agencies. In 
recogniti on of the i ncr easing need for quantitatively oriented 
offi c er s capabl e of appi yrng high speed data proc essing and 
mathemat.l cal techniques to the management decision making 
process, a :'equi r e d c ourse i n Quantitativ e Methods was 
e s tab: :: s h e d and a s eque n ::e of cour s es in Management 
Statis!.1 c s, E l<2c-t ron ic Data P r o ce ssing a n d Managem e nt 
Control, and Operations Analysis for Navy Management were 
incorporated into the curriculum for elective option " Ad~ 
mission requi rements for the new program were established 
as a bacca laureate degree o :r the equivalent (not less than 
120 s e m e ster hour s ' credit with at least a "C" average from 
an ac c r e d i ted i nstitution or institutions} with the objective 
of offe ring a Ma s ter of S c ience rn Management degree to 
those c ompl eting the program who qualify under the School 1 s 
approved standards , The same p:rogram of "core11 courses 
was offe :r ed in the academic years 1961~62 and 1962 ~ 63 . 
but new ele ctives i n Internati onal Economics, Economic 
Analys1s , Decisi on Making Techniques, Logistics , and 
Military Planning were added to the curriculum in 1961 =62 , 
In furth er ::-ecognition of the quantitative aspects of 
management, officers with requisite preparation in mathe = 
matics th:rough calculus were encouraged in 1961 =62 to elect 
a special manag e ment oriented sequence of courses offered 
by the Mathe maiic s Department in Calculus, Statistics and 
Electr oni c Data Processing, and this program was continued 
for the academic year 19 6 2 ~ 63. 
As a resdt of the reorganization of the Postgraduate School, 
the Navy Management School was di s establishe d in August 
1962 and ita academi c fun c tions t r ansfer r ed to the newly 
c reate d Ma,na g em ent D e pa :-tm.enL At th e same tim e ad= 
mini ~trat:ive a nd c u rr:i. cular r esponsi bilities for both the 
Mana geur r,,t and Operations Analys i s curri c ul a were ass i gned 
to the ~.:::ur ric ula r Offi c e fo::: Naval Manag e ment and Operations 
Analys i s P ::." ograms, whi c h wa s established for th1s purpose. 
For 1963~6 4 s ub stantially the same c urricul um wa s offered 
as i n 19 6 2 ~6 3. The ,. core" program was expanded to include 
a one =h our S e rni na r 1n Research Techniques, and the 
Ele c t roni c Data P r o c essing a nd Management Control course 
as a r e gu.ir ed one i nstead of an electi ve" Additional electives 
in lr,du s t r i a 1 Relations and Labor P r oblems , and Systems 
Analysis we r ~ made a vailable . The latter of these was 
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established to provide Naval officers with education in the 
techmque s of total program analysis now being e mployed at 
higher levels in the Department of Defense . The twelve 
elective course s offer e d we r e grouped i nto five "packages" 
r eflecting the fields o f Jnterest of various supporting bureaus 
and agencies ; Mate:na: Managen1ent, Personnel Manage ~ 
ment , Financi a l Management, Program Management , and 
Systems Analysis . 
Cumulative experience with the 10-month Management 
curriculum indicated the desirability of extending the pro-
gram from four to fiv e terms. A proposal to this effect 
was submitted to the Chief of Naval Personnel in April 1963. 
The prime factors involv e d were : 
a , Officers assigned to Management postgraduate study are 
g e nerally in need of at least a review course in mathe -
matics covering advanced algebra and calculus in order 
to complete succes.sfully the quantitative courses offered . 
b . To prov1 de a foundation for the thorough understanding of 
governmental accounting and budgeting, students in the 
curriculum must understand the basic principles of 
a c counting. 
c. A need to provide students with a more basic foundation 
in economics upon which to build the more sophisticated 
graduate 0 ,level courses they will be required to take 
later in the prog r am . 
d. A r eqmrernent for additional time to accomplish th e 
g r oun dwork for thesis or research paper preparation in 
th e interests of imp roving their quality , 
e. The value of p roviding a term of basic and refreshe r 
courses for thos e incoming student who have long been 
d1sa ss o c ia.ted from academic :r-outines, so that they may 
have an opportunity to adj ust to the intense concentration 
and s tudy requirements which will be expec ted through ·~ 
ou t fr,e remainder of the program. 
The Chi ef of Naval Personnel concurred rn the need for basic 
instructi o tl in ec onomi cs, math ematics, and accounting as 
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foundation or refresher courses, and approved the proposal 
fo r implemcntat)on of a five term curriculum with the 
August 1964 student input . 
MANAGEMENT (DATA PROCESSING) CURRICULUM 
h Juiy 1962 the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts 
requested that a new postgraduate program entitled 
1 1 Computer Science" be established for Supply Corps officers 
to meet a vital and ever increasing need for officers capable 
of as sum1ng duties as head or assistant to the head of an 
organization responsible for the. management control of, 
or a::tive]y engaged in, data processing computer operations. 
The Master of Science in Industrial Engineering (Data 
Pro•:::essing Option) program at Stanford University was 
<:onsidered to meet the requirements of the Supply Corps 
ar..d it was recommended that the new curriculum be es ~ 
tablished at that institution . 
Dis c u.ssion of requirements and curriculum objectives at 
the Annual Postgraduate Conference held in the fall indicated 
a broader sponsor interest (BuShips and BuWeps in particular). 
It was concluded, therefore, that the curriculum should be 
offered at the Naval Postgraduate School to take advantage 
of the School's umque capabilities in faculty and equipment, 
and to meet more specifically the Navy's needs in the field . 
A proposal was made that the program be 12 months in 
length at the graduate level and that its objective be to pro-
vide the Naval officer w1th a broad education in computer 
theory and prac: t1ce , emphasizing practical experience in 
prog:camm1ng and running actual problems on the digital 
c ornpute:r. Officers completing the curriculum would have 
a deep appreciation of the capabihtles and limitations of 
digital c omputers and their applications, and be capable of 
evaluating computers objectively, of analyzing and pro -
g,·amm1ng systems , and of effectively operating and 
managing computer installations , They would thus be able 
to ffU capably the gap b e tween the higher specialized 
e-'lgi:!'.lee r and the ope:-ating manager or commander. Em~ 
p.'..a si s was to be placed on familiarization with the elect r onic 
a nd techn1cal aspects of computers , the use of mathematical 
and statistica~ analysis, and intensive study of computer 
prog ::'amming methods. 
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The Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts recommend-
ed that several of the mathematics and engineering courses 
be deleted in favor of additional courses in management, on 
the basis that, even though the organization he manages is a 
very specialized one, the Data Processing officer's job is 
primarily one of management. It was considered that the 
curriculum proposed, as modified to reflect the suggested 
changes, was superior to that offered at Stanford. After 
further review, a proposed Management (Data Processing) 
Curriculum was submitted by the Superintendent to the Chief 
of Naval Personnel for approval in early April 1963. Cer = 
tain advanced mathematics and electronics courses, both 
in the core and elective areas, were deleted, and courses 
in personnel administration, inventory and material manage= 
ment, and systems analysis were added to the list of those 
required , It was felt that this program would provide the 
desired broad education in computer theory and practice 
simultaneously with exposure to the fundamentals of modern 
management theory. 
The changes proposed having been concurred in by the two 
most interested sponsors (BuSandA and BuWeps), the Chief 
of Naval Personnel approved the change in title and curri = 
culum in mid=May 1963. The pilot group of 13 officers 
began their studies with the fifth term of the academic year 
1962=63 (27 May 1963) and graduated 1 June 1964 , Satis = 
factory completion of this curriculum leads to the degree 
of Master of Science in Management (Data Processing). 
The program, effective with the academic year 1964=65, calls 
for five terms (12 months) of instruction commencing in 
August 1964. In view of the limited amount of experience 
data available, no major changes in the curriculum are con-
templated at present. It has been noted this first year that 
the mathematical backgrounds of several of the first group 
of students were not adequate for some of the more technical 
courses offered. In an effort to minimize this deficiency, it 
is planned that rncreased emphasis will be placed upon the 
techniques of mathematical analysis during the first term. 
GENERAL LINE AND BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS 
In 1927 the General Line Curriculum was established in the 
Postgraduate School to provide a course of instruction for 








junior Line Officers returning from sea in modern develop = 
ments in the Navy. The General Line Curriculum continued 
until the declaration of the emergency prior to the outbreak 
of World War II, at which time it was discontinued because 
of the need for officers in the growing fleet. 
The post-war program cal1ed for the re = establishment and 
further expansion of the Generai Line Curriculum with a 
greatly increased enrollment. Because of lack of facilities 
at Annapolis, a General Line School was established in 
Newport, Rhode Island in 1946, with an additional Line 
School established i n Monterey in 1948. The transfer of 
the Postgraduate School to Monterey in 1952 brought the 
concurrent disestablishment of the General Line School, 
Newport. In the early post war years, a curriculum, vary= 
ing at times from six months to one year, provided a course 
for Reserve and Temporary Officers who had transferred to 
regular status. Later, the curriculum stabilized at nine and 
one =half months, and classes consisted of regular officers 
from all sources with approximately five to seven years of 
commissioned service. 
In 1958 a Bachelor of Science Curriculum was established 
in the General Line School as a part of the Navy's overall 
"Five= Term Program," The General Line School then be= 
came the General Line and Naval Science Schod, In January 
1960 the Chief of Naval Personnel proposed that the General 
Line and Naval Science School provide the Five = Term college 
training for all eligible officers, to include both BA and BS 
Programs. Budget limitations had forced curtailment of the 
Five-Term input to civilian universities. Another reason 
was the possibility of greater control of curricula to meet 
Navy ne e ds if offered at the Postgraduate School. This 
made it possible to include Naval professional subjects and 
to insure that an adequate number of courses in science, 
mathematics, politi cal science, and international relations 
be included , It also made poss1b1e a more efficient scheduling 
of student 1 s t ime throughout the school year , thus leading 
to earlier graduation and return to the fleet. 
Shortly after the 1960 Postgraduate Conference, the Chief 
of Naval Personnel in August 1960 approved the BA Program 
for implementation in August 1961. It was stipulated that 
a concurrent reduction in the G e neral Line input would be 
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necessary to accommodate the increase in training line 
numbers . 
The COOK Board's Report included a number of recommen= 
dations which di:::-ectly affected the mission of the General 
Line and Naval Science School as it was then organized . 
Sorne of the more pertinent were recommendations to : 
a . "Reduce the Five = Term Program to 200 training line 
numbers to be accommodated predominantly at the 
Postgraduate School in a program similar to the present 
Bachelor of Science Program , Shift the training line 
numbers so saved to the postgraduate program . 
b . Provide one =year curricula for all qualified officers in 
either a technical or non=technical area . 
c . Abolish the present General Line Course and shift the 
numbers to the postgraduate program . " 
Implementation of these recommendations commencing in 
fi seal year 1961 rncluded the establishment of the Engineering 
Science Curriculum (described below) and the gradual de= 
crease in the input of U . S, officers into the General Line 
Curriculum, until it was phased out with the August 1962 
input. 
The Baccalaureate Programs (Bachelor of Science and 
Bachelor of Arts) were examined by the representatives of 
the Western College Association in 1961 and the School's 
subsequent change in membership in the Association to 
"Four~ Year Liberal Arts Colleges and Universities" class 
represented accreditation of those programs . Subsequent 
minor changes in these curricula have had the objective of 
broadening the scope and vanety of course offerings in 
order to aiJow for more electives. The Baccalaureate 
curricula now constitute the only programs available to 
naval off)cers to complete their undergraduate education. 
They offer the additional opportunity for officers without 
Naval A cademy or NROTC background to receive instruction 
in naval professional subjects while pursuing degree programs. 
The inclusion of this element in the programs allows the 
officer = students to advance academically as well as pro-
fessionally at the same time . 
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The G e neral Line P r ogram for Foreign Officers, which 
resulted from the phasing out of U. S. Naval Officers from 
the old General Line Curri c ulum, offers instruction to 
officers of Alli e d Navies rn U , S. Navy organization, tactics 
and procedures . It provides , as well, a significant oppor = 
tunity for a mutual exchange of information and views 
between those officers and their American colleagues, as 
well as giving the Allied officers an opportunity to observe 
the American way of life in the community. 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE CURRICULUM 
In its report dated 17 Jul y 1959, the Cook Board recommend-
ed the establishment of one - year curricula at the Postgraduate 
School and in conjunction, recommended the establishment 
of a curriculum board whose tasks would include , among 
others : 
a. Cons truc tion of appropriate one~year Mathematics and 
Physics base curricula including determination of 
prerequi sites for a degree. 
b . The tailoring of two =year and three - year curricula (with 
prerequisites and requisites for a degree) to stem from 
the one=year base curricula . 
After discuss i on in the Postgraduate Conferences held in 
1959 and 1960, it was proposed that a One Year Science 
Curriculum be established which would: 
a. P r ovide a major in Science vice Math/ Physics. 
b. Consist of f o u r terms , the first term to b e common to 
most of the engineering c u r ricula. 
c. Have 70 percent of the t o tal hours devoted to science and 
mathematics , and consist of 12 technical and 6 non = 
technical ( e . g . , Management, International Relations) 
subjects. 
The following was stated to be the objective of the program: 
" To p rovide c ommissioned officers with postgraduate 
educati on in the fundamentals of science and mathe = 









matics by extension of their undergraduate studies in 
order to prepare them for subsequent sub ·~ specialization, 
to stimulate a desire for maintaining and improving their 
basic education, and to broaden their professional 
knowledge through graduate education in the areas of 
Executive Leadership, Management, and International 
Relations. fl 
Meanwhile an AdHoc Curricula Board , convened in 1959, 
proposed establishment of a one =year program (five 10-
week terms) emphasizing science=engineering with a series 
of broad options and elective courses. Specifically the 
Board proposed that two general curricula be established : 
a , A One~ Year Science Curriculum consisting of at least 
75% Math/Physics and 25% non-technical subjects 
(International Relations, Economics, Leadership and 
Administration, Group Procedures and Art of Presen~ 
tation, and a Naval Professional subject) with the pro= 
vision for Math/Physics options in the last three terms, 
these options designed to strengthen the backgrounds of 
officers for subsequent employment in one of several 
fields such as NTD systems, missile systems, sonar 
systems and nuclear engineering. 
b . A One - Year Engineering Curriculum consisting of about 
35% Math/Physics, 30% specified technical subjects 
(Mechanics, Chemistry, Strength of Materials, Thermo-
dynamics, Metallurgy) and 35% technical electives = ··all 
the technical electives to be concentrated in a single 
major field for each student. 
The objective of the program would be : "To provide 
commissioned officers with postgraduate education in 
the fundamentals of science and mathematics by ext en= 
s1on of their undergraduate studies in order to prepare 
them for subsequent sub= specialization, to stimulate a 
desire for maintaining and improving their basic edu ~ 
cation, and to broaden their professional knowledge 
through graduate education in the areas of Executive 
Leadership, Management and International Relations . fl 






The Chief of Naval Personnel concurred in this concept of 
the Science Program and it was implemented by ordering 
twenty students to enroll in the pilot program beginning in 
August 1960. After the pilot program was underway the 
Chief of Naval Personnel made a number of the officers 
available fo::: transfer to other technical programs. This 
established a pre c edent which eventually led to the present 
scheme of transfer of students from Engineering Science 
Curricula to two=year technical curricula : 
a. Students enrolled in March are selected for transfer after 
two terms. 
b . Students reporting in August who are qualified are 
selected for transfer immediately; others who become 
qualified after completing four terms are selected for 
transfer upon graduation from Engineering Science the 
following June. 
To date (July 1964) 377 officer = students have transferred to 
other curricula out of a total of 714 reporting to or en= 
rolled in Engineering Science. Fifty percent of Engineering 
Science students have been transferred to the regular 
Engineering curricula. The percentage may increase be~ 
cause some one =year graduates may receive orders to 
postgraduate training during a subsequent normal tour of 
shore duty. This possibility makes the Engineering Science 
program particularly worthwhile for students of limited 
academic background in science who could not qualify for the 
two - year technical curricula without first spendi ng a year of 
study in the prerequisite mathematics and physics courses " 
Begrnning m 1962 the i nput into the Engineering Science Pro= 
gram was changed to twice yearly, March and August. This 
change r esulted from the practice of transferring Engineering 
Scie nce students to fill quotas in the other curricula, which 
in turn resulted in greater numbers being ordered to 
Enginee r ing Science. These larger numbers could not be 
ordere d into the program without resorting to multiple inputs. 
To prepare for multiple inputs (March and August), a sample 
five =term curriculum for the March i nput was tentatively 
approv ed dur ing the 1961 Postgraduate School Conference; 














subsequently , the School prepared a sample four =term 
cur r iculum by modifying the five-term one o Both these 
curric u l a were approved by the Chief of Naval Personnel. 
The sigmficant evolutions effected in these curricula were: 
a . The c ou:::-ses were grouped into curricula to meet the 
vari ed backgrounds of incoming students while 
simultaneously considering their availability. This 
resulted in curricula designed respectively for : 
( 1) Highly qualified officers with only one year availa= 
bility (a five =term terminal course for March input; 
a four = term terminal course for August input) . 
(2) Officers w ith only one year availability and average 
academic backgrounds (a five =term terminal course 
for March input; a four=term terminal course for 
August input) . 
( 3) March input officers with more than one year availa-
bility whose academic backgrounds indicated 
potential for transfer into regular Engineering 
curricula). 
(4) Officers with limited academi c backgrounds in the 
field of Science (a five-term terminal course for the 
March input; a four =term course for the August 
input) . 
As a result of further study and redefinition of the objectives , 
this was promulgated i n the United States Naval Post= 
graduate School Catalogue for 1962-196 3 as follows : 
"The objective of this program is to provi de post-com = 
missioning education in the f i elds of Mathematics, 
Physics , and Engineering , designed to up - date and build 
on undergraduate education and to prepare students for 
advanc ed functional training such as Naval Tactical 
Data Systems; Polaris and other missiles; instructor 
duty on school staffs; test pilot schools." 
To car r y out thi s objective, all non-technical courses , ex-
cept for o ne four-hour Management course , were deleted 





from the curricula for the August 1962 input ; and all non-
technical courses were deleted from the curricula for the 
March and August 196 3 inputs. With this complete 
elimination of all non=technical courses plus some minor 
revisions, the curriculum became the Engineering Science 
Curriculum as it now exi sts. 




In a letter dated 8 March 1961, the 
Chief of Naval Personnel expressed the 
desire of establishing, at an approp = 
riate civilian ins ti tu ti on, on a pilot 
basis, a postgraduate curriculum in 
sc1en ce (75% Math/ Physics, 25% 
Humanities) similar to the Science 
Program at the Postgraduate SchooL 
San Diego State officials had already 
been approached informally on the 
feasibility of providing the desired 
program, and the Superintendent was 
requested to commence negotiations 
with San Diego State and/ or other 
educational institutions towards formal 
establishment of a One= Year Science 
Curriculum. Officers ordered to this 
program would possess the requisites 
for pursuing a course leading to the 
Master's degree on completion of the 
curriculum. It was expected, however, 
that a proportion of the students might 
have to make up undergraduate de -
ficiencies and would , therefore, not be 
able to fulfill degree requirements in 
the allo cated time. 
Liaison was established with San Diego 
State officials, and members of the 
Superintendent's Staff visited the campus 
of San Diego State, 11 and 12 April, to 
examine facilities and discuss the pro = 
gram . On 21 April , San Diego State 








officials submitted a document outlining 
their proposals for establishrng the 
One= Year Science Curriculum at San 
Diego State. The Superintendent in a 
letter to the Chief of Naval Personnel, 
dated 5 May 1961, recommended San 
Diego State for the program and further 
recommended that the first input of 
students be ordered to arrive in time to 
start the Curriculum with the summer 
session, 26 June, in order to provide 
time for review . In a letter dated 
23 May 1961, the Chief of Naval Per = 
sonnel approved the Superintendent's 
recommendations. Eight officer students 
were ordered to report as the 
initial input. The orders of one of the 
officers was cancelled, leaving seven in 
the program. 
The officer students were enrolled in a 
Mathematics refresher course and a 
regular Physics course . All performed 
well in Math but experienced difficulty 
in Physics indicating that a Physics re= 
fresher would be of benefit to subse= 
quent inputs. Initial status reports from 
the San Diego State coordinator for the 
program indicated the desirability of the 
student taking additional work in his 
chosen field, Physics or Math , rather 
than courses in the Humanities. 
The taking of electives in Mathematics 
and Physics was approved. By Janu-
ary 1962, it was apparent that the 
officer students would not be able to 
qualify for the Master 1 s degree even 
with the electives. As the year progress = 
ed , it became more and more apparent 
that the Naval Postgraduate School 
could more efficiently attain the objec-
tives of the One= Year Science Program. 
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1.12.1.4 Nrn.e officer students reported to San 
Diego State in June 1962. Nonhomo ~ 
geneity of backgrounds precluded 
utilization of the approved curri c ulum 
leading to the Master 1 s d e gree in one 
year . It was recognized that San 
Diego State could provide the desired 
broadening in the technological fields 
but that the Postgraduate School could 
do this more efficiently . It was , there ~ 
fore, decided to terminate the One ~ Year 
Science Program at San Diego State when 
the June 1962 mput completed their 
studies in the summer of 1963 . 
A School Curriculum and Advisory Needs (SCAN) 
Committee Team reviewed the Engineering Science 
Curricula during the period l 0 to 12 December 
1963. As a result of SCAN Team recommenda~ 
tions and other considerations, a revised 
Engineering Science Curriculum will be implemented 
commencing in August 1964. This new curriculum 
is designed to give officer students completing a 
4 =term terminal curriculum at least a specified 
minimum amount of study in the following courses : 
Probability and Statistics, Digital Computers , 
Operations Analysis, and Electronics. The first 
two terms of the highest level curriculum will also 
serve as a 2 "" term review curriculum for students 
competing for quotas for transfer to 2 ., year techni -
cal curricula. 
2. NUMBER OF OFFICERS COMPLETING VARIOUS CURRICULAR 
PROGRAMS 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING PROGRAMS ( 1952 -" 1964) 
(INCLUDES BOTH OFFICERS COMPLETING AT USNPGS 
AND CIVILIAN INSTITUTIONS AND ALSO DEGREES 
RECEIVED) 








BS MS Aero 
Aero Eng Aero Eng Engineer 
u. s. Naval Postgraduate 
School 535 26 1 
Pnnceton University 63 
Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology 67 4 
California Institute of 
Technology 45 
Umversity of Minnesota 31 
Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute 8 
College of Aeronautics, 
Cranfield 12 
Iowa State University 24 
University of Michigan 40 4 
Purdue University 10 
Stanford University 3 5 
Stevens Institute 3 
287 59 
SUMMARY OF STUDENTS COMPLETING VARIO US ELEC-
TRONICS AND COMMUNICATIONS CURRICULA ( 1944~ 1964) 
Electronics 
2 Year Programs (USNPGS) 
3 Year Programs (USNPGS) 
3 Year Programs (UCLA) 
4 Year Programs (USNPGS) 
Total 
Commumcabons 
l Year Program (USNPGS) 
(NTC Harvard) 
2 Year Program 
Total 
E ~ 45 
249 BS or equivalent 
387 MS or equivalent 
35 MS (Applied Physics) 
4 1 PhD 
675 
424 No degree 
33 No degree 
110 BS or equivalent 
567 













_S2.~DNANC~~ ENGINEERING ffiOGRAMS (1947 ~ 1964) 
Ord En g (General) 
O r d E ng 
Ord Eng \Fi re Control) 
Ord Eng (Aviation) 
Ord Eng (Metallurgy) 
Ord E ng (Explosives) 
O rd Eng 
Ord Eng 
0-rd Eng (Phys "' Elec) 
O r d Eng {Mech Elec Prop) 
Ord Eng (Acoustics) 
O rd Eng (Jet Prop) 
Ord Eng (Spec Phys) 
Ord Eng 
O r d Eng (Gu i d Miss) 
Ord En g 
O rd E ng 
Mine Warfare 
O rd Eng (Underwater) 
Weapon s Sys (General) 
Weapons Sys (Elec) 
W eapons Sys (Phys) 
W eapons Sys (Underwater 
Phys) 
W eapons Sys (Material 
Sci) 
W eapons Sys (Astro) 
Ph y•ncs 






















































































T!: e r.umber of officers completing the various curricula and 
degrees awa:rded at PGS are as follows: 
Ma ster of Sc ience in Mechanical Engineering 
B acl:. c:: lo:r of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Ma2ter '.)f S c i e n ce in Electri cal Engineering 
B a ::- helor of Science in Electrical Engineering 
Ma ~ter of S cience M . E . (Gas Turbines) 
M a ster o f Sc ience M. E. (Nuclear Power) 
Doctor <::> f Phjlos ophy in Elect rical Engineering 








2<5 ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS (1951~1964) 
~.-,,- ~ 
Tr:e number of officers completing the various programs 
and degrees awarded at PGS are as follows: 
Degree Length of Number of 
Curriculum Awarded Curriculum Officers 
i Aero Eng BS 1 l/2yr 111 Adv Aero Eng MS 2yr 23 
m 
Applied Aero Certificate lyr 316 
Advanced Aero MS 1 l/2yr 15 
Advanced Aero MS 2yr 15 
General Aero BS 1 l/2yr 15 
General Aero BS 2yr 21 
Adv Meteorology MS 2yr 75 
Gen Meteorology BS 2yr 99 
Adv Air Ocean Env MS 2yr 17 
Gen Air Ocean Env BS 2yr 7 
2,6 OFF1CERS COMPLETING OPERATIONS ANALYSIS CURRI~ 
CULUM AND AWARDS (1953c,l964) 
MS BS 
Com pl~ No Degrees Degrees Certificates 
~-
I 1953 9 2 7 1954 15 11 4 
1955 5 4 1 
1956 7 6 1 
1957 4 4 0 I 
1958 7 7 0 
1959 6 6 0 
1960 8 5 3 I 
1961 14 8 6 
1962 19 11 6 2 
19(3 24 19 5 
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2 . 7 
2 8 
OFFlCERS COMPLETING NAVAL MANAGEMENT CURRI-
~C'UL-U~i AND Aw ARDS ( 1957" 1964} 
,,...., ............... ______ ~ 
Month&Year 
.c£:?~~-
Jun e 19 57 
Jam~ary 19 56 
June 1958 
January 1959 



















MS BS Certificates 



















STUDENTS GRADUATED FROM THE BACCALAUREATE 
PROGRAMS ( 1959 = 1964) 
Academic Year Number of Graduates 
BS BA 
1959~1960 28 
1960- 1961 83 
1961-1962 92 
19b2 - 1963 94 37 
1963 ···1 964 105 52 
3 . ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL CURRICULA 
3 ' 1 A summary of the results obtained by assigning each course 
c.r: ten typical curricula to one of the four categories de-
fine d below is contain e d in Table 3. 1 . 
3 1 l Listed i n co}umn A is both the number of term 
hours and as well the fraction of the total hours in 
the curriculum devoted to a review of material 
pr e viously studied . Any course covering material 
similar to that contained in required courses of the 
standard Naval Academy curriculum is considered 
to be a review course . These courses would not 
be requi red for officers immediately after gradua ~ 
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t1on from the Naval Academy or equivalent programs. 
For many non~academy officers, these courses 
cons.:. st of new , rather than, review materiaL 
Listed in column B is both the number of term 
hours and as well the fraction of the total hours 
devoted to courses meeting both Navy curriculum 
needs and degree requirements for a B. S . degree 
in a specific discipline. These courses are ones 
that have not been given in the standard Naval 
Academy curriculum during recent years . It is to 
he emphasized that these courses are included in 
the curriculum not just to meet degree require ~ 
ments, but also to meet the Navy's need for 
broadly educated officers in a variety of technical 
areas . Many of these courses are also included 
to meet specific Navy technical needs or as pre ~ 
requisites for such courses . In general , a recent 
graduate of good quality having a B. S. in one of 
these disciplines need take very few if any of these 
courses. 
The number of term hours as well as the fraction 
of the total hours devoted to courses meeting both 
Navy curriculum needs and the degree requirements 
for an M , S. degree in a specific discipline is given 
in column C . These courses are ones required in 
addition to those required for the B. S . degree in 
the same discipline . 
The number of term hours as well as the fraction 
of the total hours devoted to courses meeting Navy 
needs of the curriculum beyond degree requirements 
is given in c olumn D. The inclusion of these 
additional Navy oriented courses is an important 
f ea tu re of curricula offered at the Postgraduate 
School. 









TABLE 3 1 
c_u_r_r_i_c_u_l_u_m ____ __, ___ Le~ Degree J_~-J_~---B-· -+-_c_·_· -l-·r_· ._ .. _·D_-- _ -_-_ ... __ 




I i Group 
i , , Need 1 Need ; Navy 
'. iReview i & BS i & MS I Need 
-· ····----··----···1··· ·- ·· ··- ··-.;·-- ---·-- -- - + ······· --·····-· ··1 - ······· ··-··· --····· . 
Weapons (General)l WG 2yr : BSinEE \ 33 66.5 ! 42 . 5 ; 
I i 
I _ _J_0.23 0.47 0.30 1 
Naval (Electrical) NL 2yr i BSinEE j34 73 36 j 
. l do.2 /; o . 51 -=---~--+-Q..:.._?2_.. --i 
---.,A.-e_r_o_n_a_u_t_i c_s __ _.,._A __ G--=-2-y-r-+-f BS i .. ; AE ( 8 . 5 7 0 i 4 7 
i 0.14 0.52 ;034 
I Elecfronrcs____ EB 2yr -t-Bs in EE 28 69 . 5 l ·-=-~-- --·~43-:s-·· · 
: : I o . 1 9 ! o . 48 1 ·-· - : o . 3 3 
-Electro~TC:_s _ __ i_E"\\f:3y;: T M:Si;;.:.:· is ~~+69. s : -45-·5--'.-3_2 _____ _ _ 
. ; I o. i 6 o . 40 i o ._ 26 . o _ 18 
Naval (Mecha--n-ic_a_l~);~NA ~3y·r~lMSinME·34 72. 5 ! 41 ··-:-__ - -40:-5 ____ _ 
i I I I ' 
Nuclear Effects • RZ :2yr 1 MS in fhYs ~;/ ~-1~8 3~-+~9~2-.f-~o~~--
·---·-----·-· -i-- -~ 10.14 ! 0 . 28 i o ._~ -~ -49. ___ _ _ 
i Weapons (Electr) i WX ;3yr jMSinEE j 33 ; 67.5 43 5 l 40 . 5 1----------·---·-------~---- ·+----- · L-- - ___ JQ_:J?._ ..... ~ _o_. 37 o. 23 L_g_i~- -- - ·· · j Operation Analysis: RO i2yr ;MS in OP i8 · 71 . 5 38 8 
i :0.06 0.58 0 . 30 0_:_0-2_ __ __ _ 
Meteorology MM i2yr ;MSinMT)l4.5 60 43 25 
3 2 
' ' : 0 . 1 0 0 . 42 0 . 30 0 18 
The following tables include detailed information on four of 
the curricula listed in Table 3 . 1. Courses in each curri-
culum are listed chronologically as offered by terms . 
The number of contact hours for each course appears in 
th e column mo ::: t appropriate to the nature of its material, 
i . e., A for review material , _!3 fo r Navy need and BS 
requirement, C for Navy need and MS requirement, and 
D for Navy need . It is to be noted that time devoted to 
thesis work in the various Master's degree programs has 
not been considered in compiling data for these tables .. 
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TABLE 3 , 2 , 1 
ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS (EB) (BS in EE) 
First Term A B D 
I EE 1 l l C F1eids and Cncuits 4-4 Ma 150D Vectors and Mat!.'1ces 4 - 1 . 
Ma 230D Cal culus 4-0 
I PH 105C Mechanics 4 =0 ~,:-
Second Term 
EE l 12C C1 rcuit Analysis 4-3 
Ma 244C Diff Equations 4 ., 0 
EE 211 C Electronics I 4 - 2 
PH 205C Waves and Particles 4 - 0 
Third Term 
I EE l l 3B Linear Systems 4 =3 EE 212C Elec tronics II 4-3 
Ma 27 lC Complex Variables 4~ 0 
i PH 604C Atoms and Solid State 4 ", o 
Fourth Term 
EE l l 4B Communication Theory I 4 ·- 0 
EE 213C Pulse C:i rcuits 4 =3 
EE 811 C Electronic Computers 3- 3 
EE 7 31C Electronic Measurements 3 - 4 
Fifth Term 
I EE 61 lC Electromagnetic Fields 4 ., 0 EE 321C Electromechanical Devices 3- 4 
EE 214C Communications Circuits I 4~ 3 
I EE l 16B Cornmunica tions Theory II 3c• 2 
Sixth Term 
EE 612C E1 e ctromagnetic Trans °' 
m1ss1on 3 =2 
I EE 216C Electronic Devices 
4~2 
EE 41 lB Feedback Systems I 3=3 
EE 215C Communications Circuits II 4~ 3 









Seve nth Term A 
EE 67 lB Propagation 
EE 254B Transistor Circuits 
EE 432B Theory of Radar 
PH 450C Underwater Acoustics 
Eighth Term 
EE 455B Sonar Systems 
EE 481B Electronic Counter -
measures 
EE 631B Antenna Theory 
EE 471 B Guidance and Navigation 
Tota l Contact Hours 
Te r m Hours 












3 ~' 3 
3 3 
3. 2 
36 - 25 








Fi r st Terr.1 
CH l Ob D 
Ma 120D 
Ma 2.30D 
M a 251 C 
Secon d T e rm 
CH l09D 
Ma 24i C 
Ma Zfl OC 
PH i5l C 
PH 240C 
Third Term 
Ma 271 C 
PH l 52 B 
PH 36S B 
P H .530B 
PH 6 35 B 
Fourth T erm 
PH 3t6 B 
>;< PH l 53A 
PH 541B 
PH 636B 
Fifth T er.m 
M a 35 13 
'' P H 3t7A 
PH t,373 
EC S9 ~. A 
EE zq1 C 
Sixth T erm 
PH .:...39A 
B l BOOC 
EE 29 2C 
--· 
TABLE 3. 2. 2 
N UC LEAR EFFECTS (RZ) (MS in PHYSICS) 
A 
Chemistry 3 ~ 2 
V ectors and Matrices 3-1 




V e.:::: tor Analysis 
M e ::::hamcs I 
Optics 
Comple x Variables 
M e ::hanics II 
E lectdcity & Magnetism 
Thermodynamics 
Atomic Physics I 
E1.ectromagnetism 
M echanics III 
Kinetic Theory 
Atomi c Physics II 
P robability & Statistics 
SF ecial T opics 
N c:c.lea.c Physi cs I 
Shoc k Effects 
E k ctronics (Nuclear) I 
N uclisa r Physics II 
B io} ogy 
E:i e :::L-cn:ics (Nuclear) II 































Seventh T e rm 
PH 441B 
Bl 801B 
ME 5 47C 






St :rength of Materials 
Radi o Chemistry 
Radiation Biology 
Structural Theory 
Total Contact Hours 
Term Hours 
Per cent of total 
A 




37 . 3 











6 ~ 0 




>!<Courses marked with asterisk would not be included in curriculum if 
degree requirements did not require their inclusion . 










TABLE 3 . 2. 3 
MECHAN I CAL ENGTNEERING (NA) (MS in ME) 
First T e rm 









Ma 25 1 C 
Third T e rm 
Mt 201 C 
Ma 416C 
ME 510C 
ME 111 C 
Fourth Term 
EE 321 C 
Mt 202C 
ME 411C 








ME 71 l B 
ME 4 !2A 
ME 512A 
PH 620B 
Fi e ld s and Ci!" c uits 
Cal ,: i. ~ l u 2 
V Ee ::. t '.) r ::: & Ma t n ·;::e s 
M ecl'.an:..c s . 
C i r cuit AEa lys1 s 
Di ff Equa ·;:, ons 
Mechani c s E 
Chemi s t r-y 
inhr.ite Ser:es 
Meta l lurgy 
Numerical Methods 
M eehan ] cs of Soljds I 
·:h e ::: r::iodyr.am1c s I 
Ele<: + r ome <: har..i ca} 
Devices 
M t:·tal1urgy 
M echanics of Fluids 
ThE'rmodynamic s II 
Pa:::! Diff Eq 
Complex Va ria hles 
Me c ~h.an_ic: ,s of Solids I l 
Compress1bl e F1ow 
Th P:mo Lab 
M e d1 of }vfa.ch :.nery 
A d v Me ::h of F~uids 
M e cL of Sol:ds 
A tom:c Phy .'> iC 3 
























I Seventh Term A B c D 
ME 230B Marine Power Plants 2-4 
ME 310B Heat Transfer 4-2 
ME 503A Advanced Dynamics 4 ° 0 
Mt 301A High Temp Materials 3- 0 I PH 6 37B Nuclear Physics I 3=0 w";l;t · 
I Eighth Term Ma 280B Laplace Transforms 2-0 c 
ME 212A Advanced Thermo 3-0 
I ME 712A Mech Vibrations 3-2 it!; ME811B Mach Design I 3 ~ 2 
PH 638B Nuclear Physics II 3- 3 
Ninth Term 
EE 231 C Electronics I 4 ~ 3 
I PH 651A Reactor Theory I 3-0 ME 612A Experimental Mech 3 - 2 -
ME 812B Mach Design II 3-4 
-
Tenth Term 
ME 217B Int Comb Engines 3-2 
I EE 498B Linear Systems 3-4 PH 652A Reactor Theory II 3-0 
Eleventh Term 
ME 241A Nuclear Prop I 4-0 
I Twelfth Term ME 242A Nuclear Prop II 3-2 
EE 491B Reactor Instrumentation 3- 3 
I Total Contact Hours 29-10 56-33 38~6 33-15 
I Term Hours 34 72.5 41 40.5 Percent of total 18 38 22 22 
I 
I 









TABLE 3 . 2. 4 
EI-JG: NEERING Ei.,ECTRONICS (ACOUSTICS) (EW) (MS in EE) 
First T e :cm 
EE 111 C 
Ma 1::10D 
Ma 2 30D 
PH l0 5C 
Second Tern1 
EE l 12C 
Ma 244C 
EE 2 11C 
PH 2: 05 C 
Third T e rm 
EE l l 3B 
EE 2 12C 
Ma 2?1C 
PH SOSB 
Fourth T E: rm 
EE : l4B 
EE 213C 




EE 62 1B 
EE 81 lC 
Ma 32 1B 
Sixth Te r m 
EE 2 l 5C 
EE 321 C 
EE 6 22B 
EE 571A 
A 
F:;_ •dds and Circuits 4 =4 
Ve c tors and Matnc c s 4-1 
Ca~c ulu.s 
Me chanics 
Cir' c mt Analysis 
D1 ff Equations 
El>:: n ronics I 
Wav es and Particles 
L : n ea r Systems 





Communication Theory I 
Pulse Circuits 
Pa rt Diff Equations 
Soli d St ate Physics 
Cornm Circuits I 
E lec tromagnetics I 
Electronic Computers 
P roba b.i }i ty 
Comm Circuits II 
Ele ct romechamcal Devices 
Stat Comm Theory 
Electromagnehcs II 















Seventh Term A B c D 
EE 217B Electron Devices 4-2 
Ma 322B Decision Theory 3-2 
EE 433A Radar Systems 4 ~ 0 
PH 431B Acoustics 4-0 
Eighth Term 
EE 41 lB Feecback Systems I 3-3 
EE 671 B Propaga hon Theory 4~0 
OC llOC Oceanography 3 ~ 0 
i PH 432B Underwater Acoustics 4-3 :'! 
l Ninth Term 
EE 451A Sonar Systems 4-3 
PH 461A Transducers 3~ 3 
EE 254B Transistor Circuits 3-3 
Tenth Term 
EE 122A Network Synthesis 3-2 
;i EE 541A Signal Processing 4-0 PH 433A Waves in Fluids 3-0 
Eleventh Term 
Industrial Tour or Research 
Twelfth Term 
OA 121A Operations Analysis 4-2 
PH 442A Shock Waves 3-0 
EE 481B Electronic Countermeasures 3-3 
'I Total Contact Hours 24c~ 8 56-29 35-21 28-8 Term Hours 28 69 . 5 45.5 32 
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